INTRODUCTION

Atherosclerotic coronary artery disease (CAD) is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality globally. Because of its remarkable technological advances, a coronary computed tomography angiography (CTA) is now a crucial imaging tool in the evaluation of patients with nonspecific acute and stable chest pain. This review article provides an overview of atherosclerotic CAD, the pros and cons of CTAs as compared to competing imaging modalities, and the potential remedies to overcome drawbacks of CTAs.

OVERVIEW OF ATHEROSCLEROTIC CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE

Subclinical Coronary Artery Disease

A coronary calcium scoring computed tomography (CT) is a widely accepted imaging tool to diagnose subclinical CAD. Among the various methods, the Agatston score is the most commonly used measure for determining the coronary artery calcium score. Typical CT parameters to acquire the Agatston score are 120 kV with 3 mm collimation and prospective gating without overlapping (1). The Agatston score uses a weighted value assigned to the highest density of calcification [i.e., 1 for 130–199 Hounsfield unit (HU); 2 for 200–299 HU; 3 for 300–399 HU; 4 for 400 HU or greater]. This weighted value is multiplied by the area of coronary calcium (mm²) (1). For instance, if
there is a small focus of coronary calcification with an area of 6 mm² and a peak density of 330 HU in the proximal portion of the left anterior descending artery, the total Agatston score is 18 (6 mm² × 3). A positive calcium score indicates the presence of asymptomatic subclinical CAD. The calcium score is a surrogate of the total coronary atherosclerotic burden. Thus, a higher Agatston score often indicates a greater risk for future myocardial infarction or cardiac death (2). Radiologists should remember several representative numbers related to the Agatston score. Agatston scores of 100 and 400 indicate moderate and extensive coronary atherosclerotic burden, respectively. Approximately 80–90% of patients with an Agatston score of greater than 400 have at least one significant coronary artery stenosis (50% or more) as indicated by an invasive coronary angiography. In contrast, a negative calcium score indicates a very low likelihood of myocardial infarction and cardiac death in the near future (3). However, one should remember that a 50% or more coronary artery stenosis is not completely excluded in asymptomatic patients with a zero calcium score (4).

The Framingham risk score estimates the 10-year risk for future cardiac events by using multiple clinical parameters such as age, sex, serum cholesterol level, smoking history, and blood pressure (5). Aspirin and statins are indicated in asymptomatic subjects with a high Framingham risk score (greater than 20%); whereas, a risk factor modification alone is indicated in asymptomatic subjects with a low Framingham risk score (less than 10%). In the United States, asymptomatic subjects with an intermediate Framingham risk score (10–20%) comprise approximately 40% of adults. In this group, there is no definitive guideline for management based on the Framingham risk score (i.e., risk factor modification versus statin administration). The potential exists for large expenditures if statins are prescribed to all asymptomatic subjects with an intermediate Framingham risk score. Based on the fact that a higher Agatston score indicates a greater likelihood of future cardiac events, the 2010 American College of Cardiology Foundation (ACCF) guideline has classified coronary calcium scoring CTs as appropriate in asymptomatic subjects with an intermediate Framingham risk score (6). The following example explains the incremental value of coronary calcium scoring CT in subjects with an intermediate Framingham risk score. If the Agatston score is zero in an asymptomatic subject with an intermediate Framingham risk score, the subject can be reclassified as at low risk for a future cardiac event. In contrast, subjects with an Agatston score of 1000 and an intermediate Framingham risk score have a high risk for a future cardiac event and a reasonable indication for statin therapy. Radiologists should report an age-sex-matched percentile (7) as well as an absolute Agatston score in their radiological report. A higher age-sex-matched percentile (i.e., greater than the 75th percentile) indicates a relatively high risk for future cardiac events. In some countries including Korea, a screening coronary CTA has been widely used (8). However, both the referring physicians and radiologists should bear in mind that there is currently no definite guidelines to recommend its use regardless of the Framingham risk score (9). This is mainly due to the potential hazard of radiation exposure related to cancer risk and its unknown cost effectiveness (8).

Stable Angina
The typical plaque that leads to stable angina is fibro-calcific in character (10). Due to the chronic nature of plaque progression, chest pains in patients with stable angina occurs only when myocardial demand exceeds myocardial blood flow (e.g., during emotional or physical stress). Radiologists should understand the concept of typical, atypical, and non-anginal pain in patients with stable angina because the pretest probability of having stable angina is determined by the presence of three factors (i.e., chest pain nature, age, and sex) (11). The need for a coronary CTA in patients with a suspicion of stable angina is determined by the pretest probability. Typical chest pain for stable angina is defined as chest pain having the three following components: typical chest pain quality and aggravating and relieving factors. The typical chest pain for stable angina consists of a substernal squeezing chest pain that lasts approximately 1–5 minutes. An aggravating factor refers to the presence of emotional or physical stress at the time of the chest pains; a relieving factor is considered to be present when the chest pain improves during rest or after administration of a sublingual nitroglycerin. In contrast, atypical and non-anginal chest pain is considered to be present when there are two or fewer of the three factors. It is important to note that a difference in the pretest probability depends upon the sex of the patient, even for patients of the same age and type of chest pain. For instance, the pretest probability for stable angina in a 45-year-old female with typical chest pain is intermediate, whereas it is
high in a male. This difference is mainly due to the estrogen protective effect in premenopausal women. Radiologists should keep in mind that a coronary CTA is indicated only in patients with a low to intermediate pretest probability according to the 2010 ACCF guidelines (6). Invasive angiography is often indicated in patients with non-acute chest pain and a high pretest probability, regardless of the result of the treadmill electrocardiogram (ECG) because stress ECG has only moderate accuracy.

Acute Coronary Syndrome

Typical chest pain in patients with ACS is similar in nature to that of stable angina. However, compared to the chest pain in patients with stable angina, the chest pain in patients with ACS has a tendency to be more intense and of longer duration, often more than 30 minutes (12). In addition, no definite aggravating or relieving factors exist because ACS frequently occurs after a sudden rupture of a vulnerable plaque in a vessel with mild stenosis (i.e., less than 50% stenosis), which results in extensive coronary artery thrombosis. Radiologists should recognize that the determination of the pretest probability of ACS is different from that for stable angina. A high probability for ACS is defined as a typical substernal squeezing pain lasting more than 30 minutes along with evidence of ischemic ECG changes (e.g., ST depression or elevation, or T wave inversion) or a history of known CAD (e.g., 50% or more coronary artery stenosis on a previous invasive angiography, or history of coronary artery bypass graft or percutaneous coronary intervention). The intermediate pretest probability of ACS is defined as a typical chest pain for ACS lasting more than 30 minutes without ischemic ECG changes or a history of CAD. In contrast, a low pretest probability is defined as atypical chest pain (i.e., typical chest pain lasting less than 30 minutes or atypical chest pain lasting more than 30 minutes) and a lack of evidence of known CAD or ischemic ECG changes (12). In summary, a coronary CTA should be performed only in patients at low to intermediate risk for either stable angina or ACS, but not performed in patients at high risk.

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF CORONARY CT ANGIOGRAPHY COMPARED WITH COMPETING IMAGING MODALITIES?

High Sensitivity and Negative Predictive Value

Previous studies have confirmed that a coronary CTA has a negative predictive value of nearly 100 percent (13). This implies that the absence of coronary stenosis on a coronary CTA with excellent image quality obviates further diagnostic evaluation in patients with low to intermediate risk for either stable angina or ACS. Although a coronary CTA has a very high negative predictive value for excluding 50% or more coronary stenosis, there are two possible scenarios where even experienced radiologists may miss significant coronary stenosis. The first scenario is when a motion artifact obscures a significant coronary stenosis and radiologists fail to recognize its presence. The second scenario is if there is 50% or more coronary stenosis over a very short segment. In this case, the stenotic portion may only be identified on a few consecutive axial images with a sub-millimeter collimation (Fig. 1). Therefore, radiologists should undertake a careful review of the axial images so as not to overlook a short segment stenosis. The main purpose of a coronary CTA from the standpoint of the ordering physician is to determine whether invasive angiography is necessary. Thus, radiologists should provide an answer to this question in their CT reports (14). If there is a coronary stenosis of less than 40%, invasive angiography is not indicated. Whereas, it is often indicated in patients with more than 70% stenosis, because the CTA itself does not provide functional information. In patients with intermediate stenosis (40–70%), a functional imaging test such as cardiac single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is often appropriate. An additional important question from ordering physicians is the number of vessels with critical coronary stenosis (more than 70% stenosis). If a patient has a three-vessel disease, a coronary artery bypass graft should be considered (14). Other questions include the major role for a coronary CTA in the emergency department (ED). Can it provide a rapid and safe discharge of patients along with early diagnosis of ACS? Considering that a coronary CTA has a very high negative predictive value, the primary role of a coronary CTA in patients with acute chest pain is to relieve overcrowding in the ED and decrease ED costs more so than the early
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Detection of ACS. The latter scenario is relatively uncommon compared with the former. In addition, a coronary CTA has only moderate specificity to identify 50% or more coronary stenosis because of a blooming or motion artifact (i.e., not negligible false positive rate). Thus, a coronary CTA has limitations in detecting ACS (15, 16). The coronary CT findings of ACS (both acute myocardial infarction and UA) are significant stenosis (more than 70%) with non-calcified or mixed plaque. In patients with acute myocardial infarction, hypoperfusion without myocardial thinning and regional wall motion abnormality in the territory of a suspicious culprit artery can be identified on a coronary CTA (15, 17). It is important for radiologists to include an evaluation of the wall motion in their reading process, if the coronary CTA is performed with retrospective ECG-gating. A previous study indicates that diagnostic accuracy is improved with a combined assessment of wall motion and a coronary CTA compared with CTA alone (18). There are three situations in which the evaluation of the wall motion may have

![Fig. 1. 60-year-old male patient with short segment critical stenosis (greater than 70%) in the mid-anterior descending coronary artery. Arrow in (A) on an axial CT image at the level of the left atrium indicates the mid-anterior descending coronary artery. Pinpoint narrowing at the origin of the mid-anterior descending coronary artery (arrow, B) is demonstrated on a consecutive axial CT image next to (A). The diameter of the mid-anterior descending coronary artery (arrow, C) suddenly returns to normal in the consecutive axial CT image adjacent to (B). Such an abrupt diameter change indicates a very short segment coronary stenosis. This lesion was missed on a coronary computed tomography angiography performed one and a half years earlier. Note that the critical stenosis (arrow) is identified on only one (D) of the two invasive coronary angiographic views (D, E) due to the overlapping of the coronary arteries. Thus, radiologists should be careful not to overlook such short segment stenoses by carefully evaluating all axial raw data. CT = computed tomography](image)
an incremental effect. The first is when there is a non-diagnostic coronary segment due to a motion or blooming artifact. In this situation, a regional wall motion abnormality that defines a particular vascular territory can be diagnostic for acute myocardial infarction (Fig. 2). The second situation is in a multi-vessel disease. Because CTA alone lacks functional information, a significant coronary artery stenosis in combination with regional wall motion abnormality may help to define the culprit vessel. Last, the evaluation of wall motion is beneficial to differentiate ACS from stress-induced cardiomyopathy and myocarditis, which can simulate ACS (15). Moreover, abdominal pain can be a presenting symptom of acute myocardial infarction.

Fig. 2. 72-year-old male patient with acute myocardial infarction. This patient presented to the outpatient department with chest pain that developed four days earlier. The attending physician ordered an elective coronary CTA to rule out stable coronary artery disease. However, the coronary CTA was suboptimal due to a high heart rate (71 bpm). Note the significant motion artifact (arrowheads) along the middle right coronary artery on the curved multi-planar reformatted image (A). There is suspicion for a sub-endocardial perfusion defect (arrowheads, B) in the inferior wall of the left ventricle on the axial CT image with a wide field of view at the level of the left ventricle. However, a beam hardening artifact frequently occurs at this location. Thus, an artifact is not reliably excluded in this patient. On the cine images of the mild-portion of the left ventricle (C, D; diastolic and systolic image, respectively), hypokinesia is noted in the territory of the right coronary artery (i.e., interventricular septum, inferior, and inferolateral wall of the left ventricle). Note there is only mild wall thickening (arrowheads, D) in the corresponding segments compared with the normal systolic wall thickening in the antero-lateral wall of the left ventricle (D).

CT = computed tomography, CTA = computed tomography angiography
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Thus, radiologists should consider the possibility of acute myocardial infarction as a cause for nonspecific abdominal or chest pain when they interpret an abdomen CT or non-gated chest CT (Fig. 3). The recommendation to “look at the myocardium always when reading abdomen CT or non-gated chest CT” is highly applicable.

CT as a Useful Modality to Assess the Coronary Arterial Wall Noninvasively

CT has the potential to identify vulnerable plaque as a precursor to ACS. The CT features of a vulnerable plaque are large plaque volume, positive remodeling (remodeling index greater than 1.1), low attenuation plaque that is less than 30 HU (lipid core), and the napkin ring sign (14, 19-21). However, the identification of vulnerable plaque on a coronary CTA remains an emerging concept because of the limited spatial resolution of CTA (14). Furthermore, there is a significant overlap between CT attenuation values of lipid and fibrous plaque (14). This overlap is primarily due to the lipid core being relatively small and located just above a coronary lumen that may be vulnerable to partial volume averaging. The term, napkin ring sign, originates from the morphologic similarity of vulnerable plaque to a napkin ring in some cases. The napkin ring sign is defined as an inhomogeneous plaque with a low attenuation core and high attenuation rim (Fig. 4) (22). However, there is no precise description of the specific CT attenuation value which can be altered depending on the degree of luminal contrast enhancement. Thus, the napkin ring sign may be a more objective sign in determining vulnerable plaque compared with low attenuation plaque. The napkin ring sign is believed to be due to the attenuation difference between the lipid core and fibrous plaque (22). A previous study indicates that the napkin ring sign is an independent pre-

Fig. 2. 72-year-old male patient with acute myocardial infarction. This observation indicates the need to evaluate all phases of the axial raw data. On the short segment curved multi-planar reformatted image with the least motion artifact, findings are suspicious for a critical stenosis (arrows, E) at the distal portion of the middle right coronary artery, even though a motion artifact is present. This result was communicated to the attending cardiologist and emergent invasive coronary angiography confirmed the CT findings (arrows, F). This example shows that an analysis of the regional wall motion abnormality on a coronary CTA enhances the identification of acute coronary syndrome in cases involving a motion or blooming artifact.

CT = computed tomography, CTA = computed tomography angiography

E  F
Unique Capability to Detect Non-Obstructive Coronary Artery Stenosis

A CTA detects coronary atherosclerosis, whereas cardiac SPECT identifies ischemia producing stenosis (i.e., flow limiting stenosis). Thus, the significance of a normal study is quite different for the two techniques. A normal scan in the former often indicates no coronary atherosclerosis; whereas, a negative study in the latter means no functionally significant coronary artery stenosis. Thus, radiologists often encounter a situation where multiple less than 50% stenoses are found on the CTA with a negative result on the cardiac SPECT. However, it is fair to ask whether these insignificant coronary stenosis (less than 50% stenosis) are really insignificant in terms of patient prognosis. The answer is certainly no. One recent study indicated that statin use in patients with non-obstructive CAD identified on the coronary CTA improves outcomes compared with non-statin use (23). One should recognize that the use of only a coronary CTA can noninvasively identify non-obstructive CAD.
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which cannot be visualized on functional noninvasive imaging techniques such as a cardiac SPECT. Thus, this is an obvious advantage of a coronary CTA compared with functional imaging modalities.

Detection of Balanced Ischemia

A false negative finding on a cardiac SPECT can occur in cases of so-called balanced ischemia. Cardiac SPECT identifies relative perfusion differences between the arterial territories. Thus, if there is no normal reference segment (e.g., three vessel disease or left main disease), a false negative result can occur (24). In contrast, a coronary CTA can easily identify severe multi-vessel coronary involvement.

Capability of Providing an Alternative Diagnosis

An important advantage of a coronary CTA compared with competing imaging techniques is its capability to establish an alternative diagnosis that explains the patient’s chest pain. Radiologists often encounter a situation where the physician’s primary concern is ACS, but the true diagnosis is acute aortic syndrome (Fig. 5) or pulmonary embolism, and the reverse may also occur (25-28). In clinical practice, there are two scan protocols to diagnose ACS (i.e., a dedicated coronary CTA versus triple rule-out CTA). The typical field of view of a dedicated coronary CTA is from the tracheal carina to the heart base; whereas, the triple rule out CTA requires a field of view of nearly the entire chest. Because of the extended z-axis coverage, radiation exposure is higher in a triple rule out protocol compared with a dedicated coronary CTA (25, 26). Notably, because the field of view of a dedicated coronary CTA includes the lower two-thirds of the entire chest, most cases of aortic dissection and pulmonary embolism can be identified on a dedicated coronary CTA (28). Thus, a triple rule out approach should not be used in younger female patients because of the relatively higher risk for radiation which can induce cancer. In summary, the advantages of coronary CTA compared with competing imaging techniques are as follows:

1) High sensitivity and negative predictive value (both for stable angina and ACS)
2) Visualization of coronary wall (vulnerable plaque) noninvasively
3) Identification of non-obstructive CAD (prognostic impact)
4) Identification of balanced ischemia
5) Capability to establish an alternative diagnosis (aortic dissection and pulmonary embolism)

LIMITATIONS OF A CORONARY CT ANGIOGRAPHY

A key shortcoming of a coronary CTA is its limited temporal and spatial resolution. The best temporal and spatial resolution of cutting edge CTs is 66 ms and 0.5 mm, respectively. Thus, advances in these areas of CT are required to improve diagnostic accuracy. More importantly, CT has a relatively low specificity in patients who have a high calcium score (29). Specifically, a blooming artifact (Fig. 6) often results in the overestimation of the severity of stenosis compared with an invasive coronary angiography, which results in an increase in the need for downstream testing (i.e., invasive coronary angiography or cardiac SPECT) (29). In addition, neither a conventional coronary CTA nor an invasive coronary angiography provides hemodynamic significance of coronary stenosis. Although, recent advances such as CT perfusion and CT fractional flow reserve (FFR) allow functional information to be acquired (30, 31).

Radiologists should remember that the correlation between anatomic coronary stenosis and hemodynamic significance is poor. For instance, in coronary lesions with 50–70% stenosis on an invasive angiography, approximately 40% cause ischemia;
whereas, in lesions with 71–90% stenosis, 20% do not produce ischemia (32). This outcome suggests that if a percutaneous coronary intervention were to be used in all patients with a critical stenosis (71–90%), a needless stent insertion would occur in one-fifth of the patients.

PURPOSE OF REVASCULARIZATION IN PATIENTS WITH STABLE ANGINA

Revascularization in ACS has been definitively shown to improve patient outcomes. In contrast, the main purpose of revascularization in patients with stable angina is to relieve angina or reduce the need for urgent coronary intervention rather than improve longevity, even in patients with functionally significant stenoses. The Clinical Outcomes Utilizing Revascularization and Aggressive Drug Evaluation trial enrolled patients with more than 70% coronary artery stenosis and evidence of myocardial ischemia on a treadmill ECG or cardiac SPECT. Patients were randomized into those undergoing a percutaneous coronary intervention with bare metal stents and those receiving optimal medical treatment. In this study, there was no difference between the two groups in terms of major adverse cardiac events (33).

The fractional flow reserve versus angiography for guidance of percutaneous coronary intervention in patients with multivessel coronary artery disease (FAME) 1 trial showed FFR-guided stenting had better outcomes than anatomically guided stenting, though fewer drug eluding stents were inserted in the FFR-guided stent group. This result indicates that stenting in patients with functionally nonsignificant stenosis is not benefical and even harmful because of the potential risk for procedure-related complications (34). Because the FAME 1 trial did not directly compare the percutaneous coronary intervention group with the optimal medical treatment group, a FAME 2 trial was peformed (35). Once again, in patients with a stable CAD, there was no solid resulting benefit in the group who underwent a percutaneous coronary intervention using drug eluting stents compared with the optimal medical treatment group (35). Why was there not a solid resulting benefit in the group who underwent a percutaneous coronary intervention in the FAME 2 trial? To answer this question, we need to review the circumstances that produce most clinical events. Most ACS episodes are caused by a rupture of vulnerable plaques (i.e., often less than 50% stenosis) rather than disruption of ischemia-causing plaques (flow-limiting stenosis) (36). Thus, a simple stenting of a flow-limiting stenosis may not
dramatically improve future outcomes compared with optimal medical treatment.

In summary, a percutaneous coronary intervention should be reserved for patients with functionally significant stenosis (37). Essentially, the purpose of a percutaneous coronary intervention in patients with stable angina is symptomatic relief or reduction of the risk for an urgent percutaneous coronary intervention as opposed to increased longevity. Furthermore, stenting in cases with functionally insignificant lesions is not beneficial. In this context, a comprehensive evaluation of anatomy and function by a CTA/CT perfusion or CT FFR has the potential to reduce unnecessary invasive coronary angiography and coronary intervention.

OVERVIEW OF CT PERFUSION AND CT FFR

If there is a patient with intermediate stenosis (50–70%) in the mid left anterior descending artery, then is revascularization indicated? To answer this question, we need to understand the basic concepts of a CT perfusion and CT FFR.

CT Perfusion: Dynamic vs. Static CT Perfusion

The basic principle of a stress perfusion CT (Fig. 6) is to maximize the perfusion differences between the arterial territories by using an intravenous adenosine (a short acting vasodilator) to detect a functionally significant coronary stenosis. A typical CT perfusion can be obtained with a stress scan first, but the reverse protocol is also possible (30). Because contrast contamination is avoidable, a stress first protocol is recommended for detecting ischemia causing stenosis. However, administering a rest first scan protocol has an advantage for clinical workflow. If using a rest first protocol, a stress CT perfusion can be limited to patients with 50% or more coronary stenosis. The basic principle of CT perfusion is similar to that of a nuclear myocardial perfusion study. Before a stress perfusion CT, adenosine is infused intravenously for about five minutes. The second scan should be performed at least ten minutes after the first scan to minimize contrast effects from the first scan (30). A stress scan can be done using either a static or dynamic perfusion. In a dynamic CT perfusion, repetitive CT datasets are obtained during the first pass of contrast through the myocardium; whereas in static scanning, the perfusion defect is assessed at one point in time. Thus, the former is able to measure myocardial blood flow by analyzing a time attenuation curve, but it is associated with higher radiation exposure. In contrast, while the latter cannot evaluate myocardial blood flow, it requires less radiation exposure.

Concept of CT FFR

The definition of FFR is the ratio of maximum myocardial blood flow in the territory with a coronary artery stenosis to maximum myocardial blood flow in the hypothetical situation of absence of stenosis in the same artery. It can be expressed as the ratio of pressure distal to a stenosis to mean aortic pressure because the relationship between pressure and myocardial blood flow is linear during maximal hyperemia (32). For instance, in a patient whose blood pressure before and after a stenosis is 100 and 70 mm Hg, respectively, the FFR is 0.7 (70/100). We can easily imagine that more functionally significant coronary stenoses tend to induce more compromise in the maximal blood flow of the myocardial territory supplied by the coronary stenosis, which results in a decrease in the FFR. In general, a cutoff value of 0.8 indicates a functionally significant coronary stenosis. Traditionally, FFR is measured using an angiography guided pressure wire (32). However, we can obtain a noninvasive CT FFR from standard coronary CTA data by using computational fluid dynamics. Computational fluid dynamics is the science of predicting fluid flow by solving various mathematical equations (31). Currently, we live at a time when the aerodynamic flow passing by a flying airplane and running car can be precisely calculated. If these are possible, why don’t we precisely calculate myocardial blood flow by using coronary CTA data and computational fluid dynamics? This approach is the basic concept of CT FFR (Fig. 7). CT FFR can be derived from CT angiographic anatomy and patient specific physiologic information without the need for protocol modifications such as additional contrast, radiation exposure, or administration of adenosine. This method requires a standard coronary CTA and some turn-around time due to the extensive computational requirements (31). Recently, several vendors have developed more rapid onsite software capabilities; however, the diagnostic performance of these newer algorithms needs to be tested in clinical trials.
Fig. 7. 50-year-old male patient with intermediate stenosis (50–70%) in the middle left anterior descending artery. Is revascularization appropriate in this patient? On a curved multi-planar reformatted image, a 50–70% stenosis with noncalcified plaque (arrows, A) is noted in the middle left anterior descending coronary artery. The computed tomography FFR value (B) is 0.69 which indicates hemodynamically significant stenosis. Thus, a percutaneous coronary intervention would be recommended in this patient. In fact, the FFR value on a coronary angiography was 0.7 in this patient (case courtesy by professor Dong Hyun Yang, Department of Radiology, Asan Medical Center, University of Ulsan College of Medicine, Seoul, Korea).

FFR = fractional flow reserve

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A blooming artifact is a major obstacle of a CTA in the evaluation of coronary stenosis but can be reduced by the application of dual energy CT techniques (38). However, it results in higher radiation exposure compared with the conventional mode, and limitations based on heart rate are still problematic. Only a few multicenter trials for CT perfusion and CT FFR have been published, most of which have been for CT FFR. Thus, further randomized trials are required to validate the diagnostic performance of these techniques before fully introducing them into clinical practice. Several prospective trials are under way for this purpose. In addition, CT techniques to improve temporal and spatial resolution and scan coverage are ongoing. Thus, the future of coronary CTA is quite promising. Coronary CTA was originally envisioned as a gatekeeper for invasive coronary angiography. However, it has not been entirely successful for this purpose due to the overestimation of stenosis severity and lack of functional information. The advent of a combined CTA/CT perfusion or CT FFR will allow us to revisit this goal.

The following strategy may be effective. If a coronary CTA is normal, patient reassurance is all that is required. If a coronary CTA shows nonsignificant stenosis (less than 50%), statin use is recommended. If there is a 50–89% stenosis on the CTA, CT perfusion or CT FFR can be performed to obtain functional information and permit triage. With this strategy, we can reduce unnecessary invasive coronary angiographies and percutaneous coronary interventions, and as a result, reduce healthcare costs and increase appropriate resource utilization.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a coronary CTA is an accurate and cost-effective method to evaluate atypical chest pains in patients at low to intermediate risk. The time may arrive in the near future when a comprehensive CT evaluation of both anatomy and function may substitute for a diagnostic invasive coronary angiography. Invasive coronary angiography may then be reserved primarily for
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coronary intervention.
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동맥경화성 관상동맥질환의 평가에 있어 CT의 역할

유승민1·이화연2·김성목3·양동현4·정정임5·Charles S White6*

동맥경화성 관상동맥질환은 전세계적으로 사망의 중요한 원인이다. 괄목할만한 기술적 발전으로 관상동맥 CT는 비특이적 급성과 만성 흉통의 평가에 중요한 영상검사로 자리잡았다. 본 종설에서는 동맥경화성 관상동맥 질환의 개요, 관상동맥 CT의 장단점, 관상동맥 CT의 단점을 보완할 수 있는 CT 관류검사와 심근 분획 혈류 예비력(fractional flow reserve)에 대해 알아본다.
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